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Lin Mo’s face revealed a slight smile, looking very gentle. 

But in the eyes of the two it was so creepy. 

“What is the sixth level?” 

Lin Mo’s words caused a look of dismay to pa*s through the eyes of the two men. 

They had seen those who inquired about things, but those who inquired about the sixth level. 

It was really the first time the two had seen it. 

“My lord, the sixth level is the dirtiest and most messy place on this ship.” 

“There is human excrement everywhere in there, and you can even see them killing each other again 

just as you go down.” 

“With strength like yours, there is absolutely no need to go to the sixth level.” 

The two men were talking about the sixth floor for Lin Mo on one hand. 

The other side was also continuously patting Lin Mo’s back. 

Lin Mo nodded and once again opened his mouth to ask. 

“How are the forces on the ship all distributed?” 

“The most powerful force on the ship is the official of the Death Giant Ship, they each have three 

giants.” 

“The First Captain, who is in charge of policy, the Second Captain, who is in charge of force, and the 

Third Captain, who is in charge of sundries.” 

“The rest of the forces are a mixed bag, with people from the Great Circle Gang, the overseas Hongmen, 

and so on.” 

“There are even people from various countries hanging around up there as well.” 

The two men told everything they knew, one by one. 

Lin Mo did not say anything after listening, but a thoughtful look pa*sed through his eyes. 

The atmosphere in the air suddenly became somewhat heavy at this moment. 

The two people kneeling on the ground had a look of apprehension in their eyes. 

They didn’t know if Lin Mo would kill them or not. 

“You guys can go now.” 



Finally, Lin Mo’s words caused the two men’s bodies to relax abruptly. 

To Lin Mo the two were merely two guys who had attempted to steal. 

There was absolutely no need to kill them outright. 

“Many more lords!” 

The two men stood up and quickly walked towards the outside. 

Lin Mo’s intimidating power made the two men feel as if a knife was being held to their necks even if 

they stayed here for one more moment. 

The bar on the third floor. 

The boss who had previously given Lin Mo and the others a room glanced faintly at the two men walking 

out of the room. 

A look of surprise appeared in his eyes. 

How did these two guys come out without taking anything? 

The boss continued to stand inside the bar, holding a white towel and carefully wiping the gla*s in his 

hand. 

After a while, Lin Mo walked out from the middle of the room. 

But at this moment, he was no longer covered in snow-white clothes. 

Instead, he had changed into a black casual suit. 

The boss’s gaze lingered on Lin Mo’s body slightly for a moment. 

“If you need information you can come to my place, I’ll give you a 20% discount.” 

Lin Mo nodded, and then walked straight towards the lift. 

After pushing the button for the sixth floor on the lift. 

Lin Mo countlessly ignored the strange gazes of the people around him and just stood there quietly. 

The lift descended rapidly, and the number of floors continued to drop. 

Only Lin Mo was soon left alone above the lift still. 

“Dingdong!” 

Along with the ringing of the bell, the lift door in front of Lin Mo opened. 

A violent stench of decay immediately rushed towards Lin Mo. 

Lin Mo frowned in slight discomfort, and then directly held his breath. 

According to Lin Mo’s strength, breathing once in an hour or two would suffice. 

Next to the lift stood several expressionless soldiers. 



Their hands were holding a barrel of firearms, and on the ground not far from them gave. 

There was also a pile of rotting corpses. 

The stench emanated from the pile of corpses. 

“If you want to take the lift up again, you need to pay one thousand Maple Leaf Coins for one floor.” 

A soldier looked at Lin Mo and spoke in an icy voice. 

This was also because Lin Mo’s clothes were clean and he had a different aura when he held up his 

hands. 

“I …… know.” 
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Lin Mo nodded gently. 

He knew why there were so many corpses not far from the guards. 

The people living on the sixth level should not have known that when they first came down. 

There were still thousands of Maple Leaf coins to be paid to go up. 

In desperation, the group stormed the lift. 

Naturally, they were also shot straight into sieves by the guards. 

Lin Mo looked at the piles of rotting bodies on the floor. 

From his pocket, he took out a small iron bead. 

With a flick of his finger, he instantly moved forward into the pile of rotting corpses. 

Along with Lin Mo’s departure, a great temperature suddenly erupted from the pile of corpses. 

A raging flame erupted from it. 

It was no more, no less, just enough to envelop all the corpses. 

The guards standing in front of the lift looked at the burning flames and the smell of charring emanating 

from them. 

A look of surprise appeared in his eyes. 

This was the first time he had seen such kind-hearted people on the Death Ship. 

There were too few such people. 

Either they would not live long, or they would be the ones standing at the top of the pyramid. 

Looking at Lin Mo’s back, the guard’s heart secretly thought. 



“Which kind of person would such a person be?” 

As Lin Mo walked within the confines of the sixth floor, all that was visible to the eye was trash as well as 

blood. 

“You, stand still!” 

Suddenly, a hoarse voice rang out, accompanied by this voice. 

It was also an icy killing intent. 

Lin Mo slowly turned his head and saw a man covered in filth and mess. 

A short knife was held in his hand, and his face was covered in a look of madness. 

“If you don’t want to die, then take out everything you have on you!” 

There was some confusion in the man’s eyes though. 

But when he saw Lin Mo he was still able to clearly see that he was definitely a newcomer. 

Such a fellow was the kind of person they could plunder. 

Lin Mo looked at the man who had gone berserk and sighed softly. 

“If there is a cause, there is a consequence, if you knew this day, why did you bother in the first place.” 

Lin Mo’s words caused the man’s expression to freeze. 

But immediately afterwards, an open smile appeared on his face. 

“Did you come down with a bad brain?” 

Lin Mo did not continue to reply to him, but moved his fingers slightly. 

“Ugh!” 

A cut was made on the man’s neck in a silent manner. 

Immediately afterwards, fresh blood gushed out along his neck. 

He covered his neck somewhat helplessly, his eyes full of shock and panic. 

He could not have imagined that. 

He had simply wanted to rob a man. 

And intended to use him as a reserve of food for that matter, to die just like that. 

The man’s body collapsed helplessly. 

Lin Mo did not look at it much, but continued to walk forward. 

The sixth floor was now shown to be a very empty place. 

The few buildings were probably just piles of rubbish. 



The man who had just scurried out had run out from behind the rubbish pile. 

And originally, the people around him who still had greed for Lin Mo. 

When they saw the man’s helplessly fallen body, the various emotions in their eyes flew away to collect 

themselves. 

They all knew that Lin Mo was simply not something they could afford to mess with. 

Lin Mo’s figure gradually walked forward. 

The original scene where feces could be seen everywhere on the ground as well as mutilated limbs 

gradually disappeared. 

This was an indication that there should be different people in the depths. 

At least their situation would definitely be countless times better than those outside. 

“Sister …… you eat …….” 

A silly laughing voice sounded off to the side, and Lin Mo’s gaze looked over. 

A man with dirty clothes and a cloaked head was crouching in the corner of the wall. 

He was holding a bit of bloody flesh in his hand and giggling at the ants in the corner to. 

Suddenly, a tall man walked over towards the man. 

Straight away he kicked him in the back. 

“Sister …… don’t be afraid ……” 
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The man seemed to be unable to feel any pain at all. 

Just squatting in front of that ant’s body, giggling. 

The man who had just kicked him had a look of impatience on his face. 

“Fool, look at anyone who f*cking looks like your sister.” 

After seeing that he wasn’t even paying attention to him. 

The man headed straight for something else. 

He had just wanted to bully this fool. 

But the other party’s unresisting and silent appearance made his inner excitement dissipate quickly. 

“Ziyao, it’s safe …… don’t be afraid, brother …… is here.” 

The man somewhat slurred his words as he crouched in the corner and said something. 



The voice echoed clearly in Lin Mo’s mind. 

His eyes flickered slightly as he thought of that rumor from Ling Island earlier. 

The old island master of Ling Island had a son and a daughter. 

Then the eldest son mysteriously disappeared and the old island master searched secretly for years 

without finding him. 

That was why those guys dared to be so arrogant and arrogant after he died of illness. 

Lin Mo’s figure appeared in front of the man who had just kicked him. 

“I want to question you about something.” 

The big tall man saw Lin Mo who suddenly appeared in front of him. A look of dense scorn appeared on 

his face, the 

“Ask me directly if you have anything.” 

“Why is he like this?” 

Lin Mo’s finger pointed at the figure crouching in the corner not far away. 

When the tall man saw the person Lin Mo was referring to, a poof of laughter burst out of his face. 

“I thought you wanted to ask something, but it turned out to be about that fool?” 

Lin Mo nodded and calmly looked at the tall man. 

“When did he appear here, and why.” 

“And who exactly is this sister he speaks of?” 

The tall man, scandalised by Lin Mo’s strength, replied. 

“This fool has been here for more than ten years and has been chanting about his sister since he 

arrived.” 

“As for the sister he talks about, we have never been able to hear the name he says.” 

“Only on one occasion did I hear the word purple in a vague way, but nothing else.” 

“Am I free to go now?” 

After the man finished speaking, he looked at Lin Mo somewhat warily. 

It was as if he was ready at all times for Lin Mo to strike and for him to strike back quickly. 

“You can go now.” 

Lin Mo’s body walked to the side, not bothering to obstruct the tall man’s figure any further. 

With that, he came to the corner of the wall. 

Lin Mo squatted down slightly and took a look at his face. 



His face was all dirty, and his hair was all tangled together like a dirty braid. 

It was as if he didn’t even notice Lin Mo’s figure. 

He was still happily stroking the ants in his hands. 

Lin Mo looked at him and said in a soft voice, “Ling Ziyao.” 

A hint of a different emotion seemed to flash in the eyes of the grey-headed man. 

“Sister ……” 

Lin Mo’s brow frowned slightly as a hand gently rested on his brow. 

“This is …… being put under a compulsion!” 

A cold light flashed in Lin Mo’s eyes. 

This kind of spell was not like the compulsions of the witch doctors, instead it was somewhat like …… 

Human compulsions in one! 

The witch clans under the sky were scattered, and most of them had the heritage of raising compulsions. 

But for them, raising a compulsion is to cultivate a partner. 

In contrast, the unification of human compulsions is to first put the compulsion into one’s own body and 

feed it with blood. 

Finally, the blood is used to forcefully manipulate the parasite, as if it were a tool. 

The Wiccans are generally very averse to such a method. 

After all, for them, the parasite is not just a means of attack. 

Over time, the parasites are also their family members. 

The method of uniting human and parasites did not care whether the parasites were willing to do so or 

not. 

Lin Mo looked at the man crouching in the corner and a thoughtful look flashed across his eyes. 

It looked like he really was Ling Ziyao’s brother who had been missing for many years. 

And that compulsion looked like it had possessed him for years! 
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It was very difficult to pull out that parasite now. 

It had already been in brother Ling Ziyao’s body for more than ten years. 

If it was forcibly caught out with a strong external force, it was estimated that this fellow would not live 

long. 



After thinking about it for a while, Lin Mo’s eyes faintly lit up. 

It wasn’t that Lin Mo didn’t know the method of uniting human parasites. 

It was just that that kind of technique was very much loathed by the Lin family’s ancestors. 

Now in a scene like this, since that compulsion had devoured his blood for more than ten years. 

As long as he mastered the method, it wasn’t that difficult to control it. 

Lin Mo took out a small pill from his body. 

A clear fragrance emanated from above the pill. 

Lin Mo’s hand hmmed on the man’s neck, causing him to involuntarily open his mouth. 

The pill went straight down his mouth and was swallowed. 

A faint smile appeared on Lin Mo’s face as he waited for the next one. 

That pill was something Lin Mo had refined when he was at the Sabah Divine Mountain before. 

It was to prevent someone beside himself from being secretly bewitched. 

The biggest effect was that it was particularly attractive to the compulsions and could make them fall 

unconscious quickly. 

Soon, the scruffy man’s body reacted. 

A look of pain suddenly appeared on his dirty face. 

His skin suddenly rose up and a full twenty centimetre compulsion wandered under his skin. 

Lin Mo’s face did not change in any way. 

Being parasitised by a parasite inside his body for over ten years and still not dying. 

Either the person who placed the parasite was already dead or the other party had given the order. 

Otherwise, by virtue of an ordinary person’s blood-making ability alone. 

In less than three days, the parasite would have sucked the blood directly and died. 

After a few dozen seconds had pa*sed, the parasite that had been squirming gradually sank again. 

Lin Mo’s finger pointed directly at the man’s brow. 

A unique fluctuation caused his cloudy eyes to gradually clear up. 

When his eyes were completely clear. 

Even though his body was very dirty and messy, he still couldn’t hide the noble aura on his body. 

The scruffy man glanced at his body and the ants in his hands with some bewilderment. 

His mind gradually recalled all that had happened before. 



His face gradually turned ugly. 

But when he saw Lin Mo standing in front of him, a smile appeared on his dirty face. 

“Ling Zixiao, Young Island Master of Ling Island, many thanks to this brother for saving my life.” 

Ling Zixiao did not have the slightest idea of concealing his identity. 

Lin Mo faintly shook his head and said to Ling Zixiao. 

“There’s no need for that, I have some agreements with your sister Ling Ziyao.” 

“So even if I were to help you, it would only be in pa*sing.” 

“Ah Yao?” 

Ling Ziyao’s face revealed a touch of consternation, and then a bitter smile appeared on his face. 

Yes, he himself had been here for more than ten years on his own behalf. 

I thought that the sister of his who used to only rely on himself. 

Now she had long been able to take charge on her own, right? 

“Anyway, thank you for getting me out of my muddled state.” 

“You’re only temporary now.” 

Lin Mo’s words caused Ling Zixiao’s face to change instantly. 

“Temporary, you say?” 

Lin Mo nodded and explained in a soft voice. 

“A compulsion was placed directly in your body a long time ago.” 

“That compulsion has been forcibly pressing on your nerves, and that’s the reason you’ve been 

muddled.” 

“Just now I used an elixir to attract that compulsion and used medicine to put it to sleep.” 

“But the medicine can only put it to sleep for twelve hours at most.” 

Lin Mo’s words caused the heaviness in Ling Zixiao’s eyes to intensify. 

“Sir, then I wonder if I can get rid of that parasite?” 

Lin Mo nodded. 

“It’s not difficult to force it out, it’s even very simple.” 

“But ……” 

“Once it’s taken out, you, too, will die!” 
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Ling Zixiao was silent. 

Even if he was more resourceful. 

In such a deadly situation. 

He was also unable to think of a way to break it. 

“Sir, am I the one who only has twelve hours left?” 

Ling Zixiao’s gaze looked towards Lin Mo. 

At this moment, his expression was actually surprisingly calm and frank. 

“If I don’t make a move, you indeed only have twelve hours left.” 

“I want to write a suicide …… letter.” 

“You have a solution?” 

Ling Zixiao originally wanted to say that he had written a suicide note in the hope that Lin Mo could give 

it to Ling Ziyao. 

But upon hearing Lin Mo’s words, a look of hope suddenly appeared in the entire person’s eyes. 

Lin Mo nodded his head. 

“Not bad, I have a secret technique here that can help you control that parasite.” 

“That way it won’t continue to oppress your nerves in the future, and you’ve got a helping hand.” 

“What do you say, what should I do?” 

Ling Zixiao’s gaze looked at Lin Mo, his eyes filled with seriousness. 

It was not that he was afraid of death. 

But he was afraid that he would die without any value at all. 

Now, although his little sister could take charge on her own. 

But since this brother of his was still alive, how could he leave her alone where she was resisting the 

pressure from all sides. 

“Just hold your breath and concentrate, next I will help you to control it completely.” 

Lin Mo’s finger gently placed on Ling Zixiao’s brow. 

A feeling of rea*surance enveloped Ling Zixiao’s entire body, causing him to involuntarily close his eyes. 

Lin Mo’s finger slowly mobilised Ling Zixiao’s spiritual power as well as the power of Qi and blood. 

The two forces intertwined and travelled towards Ling Zixiao’s dantian. 



At Ling Zixiao’s dantian. 

A red compulsion about the thickness of a recognized finger, more than twenty centimeters long, 

resembling an earthworm, was hovering there. 

Lin Mo’s finger pulled Ling Zixiao’s spiritual energy as well as qi and blood to the dantian. 

Under Lin Mo’s precise control the two fused together and the power directly enveloped the parasite. 

“It is still in a deep sleep and its power to resist is very low.” 

“You don’t need to do anything, just hold back and don’t faint.” 

Sure enough, with Lin Mo’s words. 

The compulsion that was hovering at the dantian and sleeping moved. 

But it looked very exhausted. 

But even so, every time he struggled it was as if he was striking Ling Zixiao’s bone marrow. 

The piercing pain made Ling Zixiao’s face a little pale. 

But he thought of his sister, who loved to pester him as a child, and his father, who was full of relief for 

him. 

Ling Zixiao’s teeth clenched tightly in death. 

Even bright red blood had gradually seeped out. 

For three minutes, blood was already seeping out of the corners of Ling Zixiao’s mouth. 

In five minutes, traces of fresh blood flowed down Ling Zixiao’s nostrils. 

The resistance of the compulsion at the dantian had gradually diminished. 

It had been devouring Ling Zixiao’s blood for the past ten years. 

So the level of resistance to Ling Zixiao’s blood was not that high. 

“It’s done.” 

With Lin Mo’s voice ringing out, Ling Zixiao finally let out a sigh of relief. 

Immediately afterwards, his eyes were black for a moment, and he hurriedly stretched out his hand to 

hold onto the wall. 

“You lost quite a lot of qi and blood from doing battle with the parasites.” 

“That’s why it caused you to have some qi and blood deficit, but I reckon it will soon heal.” 

“The compulsion’s refeeding should be coming soon.” 

Ling Zixiao’s eyes, which had been somewhat blackened, gradually normalised. 

The weak body was also rapidly filling with strength. 



The miserable white cheeks reddened. 

This was the refeeding of the compulsion after it recognized its master. 

The blood energy accumulated in its own body was fed back to the master’s body through and through. 

“I …… really got better.” 

“This gentleman …… is greatly indebted.” 

“From now on, if there is any use for me Ling Zixiao, you only have to say.” 

“Whether it’s on the mountain of knives or down to the sea of fire.” 

“Never resist! “ 
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Ling Zixiao felt the changes in her body. 

A delighted expression also appeared on his face at once. 

Then with a solemn face, he said to Lin Mo. 

“No more than that, since your business is over, come up with me.” 

A kind smile appeared on Lin Mo’s face. 

His original purpose this time was to see what the sixth level looked like. 

Now that he had seen everything he needed to see, and had also found Ling Ziyao’s missing brother. 

Lin Mo was also planning to take Ling Zixiao back with him. 

A hint of hesitation appeared on Ling Zixiao’s face as she opened her mouth to Lin Mo and said. 

“Sir, can I …… bring another person with me?” 

Lin Mo’s gaze looked at Ling Zixiao without speaking, waiting for the latter’s next words. 

“The reason I have been so lucky here is entirely because of the help I received from one person.” 

“That’s why I want …… to take her away.” 

Ling Zixiao’s words caused a slight hint of interest to appear in Lin Mo’s eyes. 

In this chaotic and disorderly sixth level, there would actually be someone helping a fool. 

“Good, it just so happens that I also want to take a look.” 

Ling Zixiao walked straight ahead and soon. 

He led Lin Mo to a miscellaneous pile. 

“Hey, come out here.” 



Ling Zixiao stood in front of the miscellaneous pile and spoke in a medium voice. 

The heap was unresponsive, looking as if no one was there at all. 

Ling Zixiao’s face showed a helpless look, “Sister ……” 

As soon as the words came out, a small sound rang out from within the miscellaneous pile. 

“Wait for me.” 

Soon, a tiny head poked out from inside the clutter pile. 

“Fool, why did you come looking for me today?” 

The little grey face still had a very heavy childish look on it. 

Lin Mo’s gaze sank, it was a small child? 

“My name isn’t Silly, I’m leaving, do you want to come with me?” 

Ling Zixiao’s gaze looked at the little head and asked in a soft voice. 

This little fellow in front of him was suppressing his nerves when he was suppressed by the compulsion. 

Often, he would give himself some food. 

These were things that Ling Zixiao had kept in mind. 

“Leave, do you have any Maple Leaf coins?” 

“Those guards are fierce, they won’t let you go up if you don’t have Maple Leaf Coins.” 

A gentle smile appeared on Ling Zixiao’s face. 

“There is, enough to take you out.” 

“Good.” 

The little fellow didn’t hesitate too much before directly burrowing out from among the miscellaneous 

items. 

Lin Mo took a faint glance at it, it was very short. 

He was only about one meter two tall, and his body was also very skinny. 

It looked as if he was mentally ill. 

“Let’s go sir, this is the person I want to bring.” 

“When we get back to Ling Island, all the Maple Leaf coins spent, I’ll give them to you with both hands.” 

“There’s no need for that, there’s not much money.” 

Lin Mo smiled and shook his head, before leading the two towards the lift. 

“Silly man, who is this man?” 



The skinny little girl looked at Lin Mo’s back and asked Ling Zixiao. 

“I told you, I’m not a fool, you’ll be my sister from now on, remember to call me brother.” 

The little one’s face instantly showed an expression of disbelief. 

“You’ve been squatting in the corner looking at ants before, who’s the fool if you’re not a fool.” 

“As for being a sister to you, can you afford to feed me?” 

“I’m going to eat two steamed buns at a meal.” 

The little one’s words caused a touch of pity to gradually appear in Lin Mo’s eyes. 

Such a small child was probably only eleven or twelve years old. 

It definitely wouldn’t be some national-level wanted criminal or something like that. 

The biggest possibility was that he had been abducted and sold to this place when he was a child. 

He was then abandoned. 

Two Buns …… 

This is something that many children outside would not even care to see. 

Here, in the eyes of the little girl was an endless longing as well as a reminiscence. 

To her, the best thing in the world might be the steamed bun. 

“Steamed bun …… tube enough!” 
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“Of course, a guy like that is a walk in the park for you.” 

“Hahahaha, I’m looking forward to your performance next, Maureen.” 

Zhao Draft looked at Lin Mo with fiery eyes. 

The odds of Lin Mo winning against Nie Qing Lin Mo had reached one to ten. 

That meant that the ten million Maple Leaf coins he had put in would immediately turn into one 

hundred million. 

Even Zhao Draft was planning to get more money to invest in these days. 

By then, the ten times profit of flipping his hand would be here. 

Lin Mo nodded, with little other expression on his face. 

Since Zhao Draft was able to go on about that Black Fist Pansen with such carelessness. 

The other party was probably someone who hadn’t even stepped into the martial arts. 



Relying solely on the muscles in his body to exert his strength, such a person was indeed not much of a 

threat. 

The fifth floor was very different from both the sixth and third floors. 

Just down from the lift was a row with rows of spectator seats. 

At the very front, in the middle, was a wide ring. 

“This is your next stage, Maureen.” 

“Cheer up, I’ll cheer you on from the audience.” 

Zhao Draft gave Lin Mo a cheering look and then walked towards the audience. 

On top of the ring, a man with bulging muscles and fierce eyes was standing somewhere. 

Above his hands were a pair of black boxing gloves. 

The gloves reflected a bit of coldness in the light. 

These gloves were made of a special alloy. 

With a single punch, even a stone would be shattered straight away. 

“Black Fist Pansum!” 

“Beat up your opponent!” 

A roar of cheers rang out continuously from the audience. 

They were all old fans of Panson, or people who relied on Panson for money. 

In this ring of life and death, even if the person who defeated you doesn’t kill you. 

Those spectators who have lost Maple Leaf Coins because of you will still fire at you en ma*se. 

These people who cheered for Panson were mainly those who had money on Panson’s body. 

On top of the audience above the ring of life and death. 

A man with a pale face was sitting there. 

Beside him sat two bunny girls in black silk skirts who let his hands wander. 

“The guy who challenged me to fight Pansum in the first match.” 

“Why hasn’t he come by now, scared?” 

Nie Qing’s hands roamed the two women’s bodies with reckless abandon. 

Speaking to a sidekick, he asked out loud. 

“Boss, according to the time it’s just about the last ten minutes.” 

“If that guy still isn’t coming, he should just give up.” 



A ruthless look pa*sed through Nie Qing’s eyes, and the strength of his hands unconsciously became 

greater. 

“Uhhhh-” 

The two women beside Nie Qing couldn’t help but let out a delicate sound. 

The youngest brother’s eyes subconsciously glanced at them, swallowing a mouthful of spittle and 

hurriedly withdrawing his eyes. 

“If he doesn’t come, just have someone find it for me.” 

“When you find it, three knives and six holes will be unloaded.” 

“Do you really think that I, Nie Qing, am the one who can challenge whenever I want to and not 

challenge whenever I don’t?” 

“Boss, it’s coming!” 

The voice of his little brother caused Nie Qing to slightly narrow his eyes. 

He then looked towards the bottom, and sure enough. 

Lin Mo, dressed in white, walked in the walk to and straight towards the ring. 

After the people in the audience saw Lin Mo’s physique as well as his face, they immediately erupted in 

shocked laughter. 

“Little white face, have you come to the wrong place?” 

“This isn’t a place to bag your rich wife, it’s the Ring of Life and Death.” 

“Look at his skinny body, you guys, I guess he doesn’t even have much muscle, right?” 

“Pfft hahahaha, for someone like that to still want to challenge Black Fist Pansum, I’m afraid he’ll be 

blown to death with a single punch, right?” 

“Looks like this time, I’ll definitely be able to double my 30,000 Maple Leaf Coins!” 

Lin Mo ignored those sneering and jeering voices. 

He walked up to the ring and stood in front of Black Fist Pansen. 

“Please enlighten me.” 
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Looking at Lin Mo’s body, a look of disdain flashed across Pan Sen’s eyes. 

“Kid, before I move to kill you now.” 

“Better roll down yourself, or else, I’ll blow your head off with one punch!” 



Panson’s words caused the audience to burst into cheers. 

“Blow his head off, Panson!” 

“Let this little white boy know that the Ring of Life and Death is not for everyone.” 

“Beat him to a pulp Pansom!” 

The cheers brought a smile of enjoyment to Pansom’s face. 

“No need for that, let’s get started.” 

Lin Mo’s light-hearted words caused a gloomy killing intent to appear on Pansen’s face. 

“Kid, since you want to die so badly, I’ll make it happen!” 

As the words fell, Pan Sen’s figure instantly charged towards Lin Mo like a giant beast. 

The faintly cold gloves on his hands were directly attacking Lin Mo with great force. 

Lin Mo’s right side of his body flicked to the side. 

Panson’s fist brushed against Lin Mo’s body. 

Lin Mo’s white jade-like palm then directly grabbed Pansen’s wrist. 

A slight force was exerted on his hand and a painful look appeared on Pan Sen’s face at once. 

But in the next moment, his other fist also ruthlessly smashed towards Lin Mo. 

Lin Mo’s grip on Pansen’s wrist pulled Pansen’s wrist in front of his body. 

It directly resisted Panson’s other incoming hand. 

However, Panson’s left hand struck directly on his right arm. 

A painful look appeared on Panson’s fierce face as a bone cracking sound rang out. 

Lin Mo exerted a slight force, and Pan Sen’s figure was instantly shaken and sent flying. 

The whole man fell under the ring unopposed. 

At this moment, the whole audience was silent. 

They couldn’t believe that Panson, the Black Fist, who they and others had such high hopes for. 

He had been knocked out of the ring. 

Those gamblers who had put their entire fortune on Panson were red-eyed at the moment. 

Without that money, then not only could they not leave here. 

They couldn’t even live. 

They could only go to the sixth floor and live. 

“Kill him!” 



“I dumbed down 30,000 Maple Leaf Coins on him, it’s all gone!” 

One by one, the spectators took out their guns as well as their weapons, as if they were going to pounce 

on Pan Sen and tear him apart the next moment. 

Lin Mo stood on top of the ring and coldly glanced at those gamblers. 

The gamblers were instantly taken aback by Lin Mo’s look. 

Even the weapons in their hands as well as their crazed eyes quieted down somewhat. 

What pathetic fellows. 

Lin Mo then said to the referee who was standing a little dumbfounded not far away. 

“Now, shouldn’t the result be announced?” 

“I declare that Mo Lin wins!” 

Zhao Manuscript in the audience looked at Lin Mo with a gleam of delight in his eyes. 

Lin Mo’s movements as well as his technique just now were definitely not something that an ordinary 

person could have. 

If Lin Mo could really belong to himself, he might not be unable to give his best and cultivate it. 

In the upper air, the VIP viewing seat. 

Nie Qing, whose face was somewhat pale, was no longer in the mood to continue fondling the woman at 

this moment. 

Instead, his gaze was somewhat serious as he looked at Ling’s figure in the ring. 

“This guy …… isn’t as simple as he looks.” 

After thinking about it for a while, Nie Qing said to the youngest brother beside him. 

“Who was the guy who fought against that guy this afternoon?” 

Nie Qing knew that Lin Mo wanted to fight against himself. 

At the very least, he would have to win three in a row across levels, otherwise he wouldn’t have a 

chance against himself. 

“Boss Nie Qing, you’re a Tier 1 powerhouse inside the Ring of Life and Death, he wants to fight against 

you.” 

“One still needs to fight against a Level 3 and Level 5 respectively once.” 

“And there’s only one person from level five who is free to come and fight him now.” 

“The Level Five Ring of Life and Death challenger, Mad Blade.” 

“He is a master-level powerhouse of the Dao of the Sword, with a masterful hand of swordsmanship.” 



“So far, there has never been anyone who has fought against him.” 

“Can last more than three moves!” 
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After hearing his little brother’s words. 

A small smile appeared on Nie Qing’s face. 

“Very well, you go ahead and contact that knife player in advance, just tell him.” 

“As long as I can kill that whatever …… Molin, I’ll give him a million Maple Leaf Coins to get him off the 

ship.” 

“If you can’t do it, even if Maureen doesn’t want him dead.” 

“He will also definitely, not survive!” 

A coldness suddenly appeared on Nie Qing’s face. 

Standing up a very luxurious revolver appeared in his hand. 

The muzzle of the revolver was aimed directly at Pan Sen, who was lying on the ground, and the trigger 

was pulled. 

And Lin Mo, who was standing above the ring of life and death, suddenly felt a slight sense of crisis. 

The afterglow instantly saw Nie Qing who was holding a gun above the high shelf. 

The two men’s eyes locked in mid-air. 

Nie Qing gave a provocative smile towards Lin Mo. 

The revolver in his hand fired directly, tongues of fire gushing out. 

A bullet was quickly fired at Black Fist Tyson, splashing a blood splatter on his opponent’s body. 

Lin Mo didn’t move, his gaze just calmly looking at Nie Qing overhead. 

“Kid, since you want to challenge me.” 

“Then be prepared to fail the challenge and be killed with a single shot from me!” 

Nie Qing’s words brought some clarity to Lin Mo’s heart. 

It turned out that he was Nie Qing. 

Lin Mo’s gaze faintly glanced at the Black Fist Pan Sen under the Ring of Life and Death. 

Was this giving himself a warning? 

A C*cky smile could not help but appear on Nie Qing’s face as he looked at Lin Mo from above the 

elevated stand. 



It seemed that this guy wasn’t that great. 

He himself had killed the guy he had let live right in front of him. 

Instead, he didn’t change his emotions at all, it seemed that he didn’t dare to say anything at all. 

How would Nie Qing know that Lin Mo didn’t kill Pan Sen just because of his opening scene. 

In terms of the sentence that told Lin Mo to hurry up and go. 

As for Nie Qing killing Pan Sen, it wouldn’t have anything to do with Lin Mo. 

The pair’s stare-down was also seen by everyone. 

As they looked at Lin Mo’s appearance of not daring to resist at all, one by one, they sneered and 

laughed out loud. 

“Hahahaha, this fellow simply doesn’t dare to speak when he meets Lord Nie Qing.” 

“You don’t even look at what kind of person Nie Qing is?” 

“He’s fought hundreds of matches in the Ring of Life and Death without a single defeat.” 

“This guy is challenging Lord Nie Qing down the line, and it’s said that a betting board has been opened.” 

“Isn’t this giving us money, as long as we bet on Nie Qing we’ll make a solid profit!” 

A brash and impa*sioned voice rang out in the middle of the crowd. 

At once, everyone’s eyes lit up. 

Yes. 

Since Nie Qing was so powerful. 

Then if one and the others bet on Nie Qing, although they might make a little less money. 

But it would definitely be able to make money. 

“Brother is right, I’ll go and bet my entire fortune on it now.” 

“The odds are said to be one to one point three, that’s a bit low, are you guys sure you still want to go 

ahead and bet?” 

The impa*sioned voice suddenly hesitated a little. 

“One to one point three? Of course I want to bet on it!” 

“That’s right, I’ll make 11 points, I’ll get 13,000 if I bet 10,000 maple coins!” 

“Yes, yes, brothers I’ll go first.” 

The people in the audience suddenly crowded and ran towards the betting window. 

They were afraid that if they went late, people would simply close the board and they wouldn’t be able 

to press their money at all. 



In the audience, the moustached man in disguise slowly stood up at this point. 

It was he who had uttered the two leading words just now. 

This was the new task that Zhao Draft had sent him. 

To make these gamblers, who had long since fallen into money, have faith in Nie Qing. 

And to put a lot of money on Nie Qing’s winning side. 

This way, even if Lin Mo won, Zhao Draft would not let the banker take the money if he made money. 

If you let the banker take the money, you will sleep at night. 

Something will happen …… 

 


